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NAKKEN, 0, and DOMMASNES, A. 1977. Acoustic estimakes of the Barents
Cea capelin stock 1971 - 1976, Coun. Meet. Int. Coun. Expl??. Sea
1977 (8:35): 1-6, 3 Figs. 2 tabs. [Mirneo]. Acoustic estimates of
the size and yearclass composition of the Barents Sea capelin sto&
are given for the period 1971 - 1976. The surveys were carried
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out in June and in August - October. Nq estimates were ~btained
for o-group capelin. 1 year old capelin are grossly undereskimated
in June. To a lesser extent this is also the case for older capelin.'
The estimates from the autumn surveys seem to be more yeliabbe,
and with respect to the spawni~gstock they correspond reasonably
weyl with the estimates f r ~ mtagging experiments and the t r e n d of
the catches.
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INTRQDUCTION
i

Acoustic rnethods are now widely used to obtaan information on stock
size o f both exploited and unexploited fish popuJatiops. At thq
Institute of Marine Research such methods are being appliad
regularly to pravide estimates of stock size of Barents sea capelin
(DRAGESUND et al. 1973, NAKKEN and DOMMASNES 1975).
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'flle zinnua.1 catch of Harents sea cdpelin has been ini:r-as ir i -

c ' l : ~l r~i g

t R s l a s t ycars and was in 1976 approxirnatel-y 2,4 n~ill~on
metr~c
t->s?r,?c;,
oiat of ~rbicrh 1,9 mil.li.cnnctric tr;r;xes were landed by t!?c
Norwegian purse seine fleet. Due to the increasing catch, great
e f f o r t s have been made to establish a system Tor monitoring the
s k o c k size; an important part of this monitoring system being
regular acoustic surveys (DOMMASNES 1977a). The present paper deals
with the results achieved from such surveys during the period

MATERIAL AND METHOD
The material was collected by research v.essels. In 1971 and 1972
the cruises were carried out in late summer only, but each year
since 1973 cruises have been undertaken both in June and in
September - October. A typical survey grid is shown in Fig. 1.

The technique applied was described by NAKKEN

grid DOMMASNES (1975)

and can be surnmarized as follows:
Integrated echo intensities are recorded continuously from the
entire depth column along the ship's track. The echosounder paper
record is kept under constant watch. When the recouding changes
its appearance, trawling is carried out for the purpose of speciesand/or size identification. In addition trawling is also undertaken
8t regular intervals in order to have adequate biological sampling

of the stock. The observations of integrated echo intensity are
converted to fish densities using the equation

o

M

i

is the density in terms of numbers per unit area o f the
i-th category (species and/or slze of fisb).

is the integratcd echn intensity from the entire ~ I ~ p t i ' !
c o l u m n , accumulat-ed over each nautical mile.

1

k1.
is the conkribution of tae i-th category to the tutal
.
trawl catch. (The number ~f fish of the i-th cateyou'y
divided by the total number of fish in the catch).
1

is the contribution to the integrated echo intensity
from a density of 1 fish of the i-th category per unit
area.

n

is the number of categories
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The survey area is divided into suitable subareas. Mean values Q £
M, ki and Ci are established and pi calculated for each subarea.
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Finally the total number of specimens included in each category
i s found by integrating pi over the survey area.

l

For the period 1971 - 1973 each yearclass was taken as one category.
After 1973, the computations have been carried out using each
half cm length group as one category.
In NAKKEN and D O ~ ~ S N E(1975)
S
the age of the specimens was takqn
as the number of otolith zones minus one. In the present paper
the age is set equ.al to the total number of zones in the otoliths
in accordance with HAMRE (1977).

l

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(

An example of the distribution of integrated echo intensities is
presented in Fig. 2. The results of the computations are given in
Table 1 and Fig. 3. Table 1 presents the total number of fish and
the biomass in each yearclass for each of the surveys. The maturing
portions of the stock are given in Table 2 as estimates of the size
of the spawning stock next winter.

I1

o-group capelin is not included in Table 1. The main reason for

l

this is in the sampling: It is a necessary assumption for use of
the formulas given by NAKKEN and DOMMASNES (1975) that the trawl
samples give the true density ratios between the different cateqories
of fish. The assumption probably holds reasonably well for fish
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down to approximately 10 cm. However, o-group capelin in August
September has an average length of approximately 5 cm (see for
example ANON. 1 9 7 6 ) . Although it is sornewhat larger during the
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s u r v e y s in September
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October,
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o-.cjrctilp is ! i m r , t i ~ yfiltered

through the rneshes and is grossly underri-pr?s~,i~iirld
1.1: t r i e tr'dTt:;c a t c h ~ c ,In addition, the bchaviour and vertreal L I ~ S ~ L L I J L ~ ~ ~ U I - ,
Q-yroup capeliri malce t h e coradi t i c r i s for d z t e c t i o , ; 'i:1 C:I echosound.c~:
unf avourable (BELTESTAD, NAKKEN and SME:DSTAD, 197'7) ar.d it L S
therefore underrepresented also in the integrated echo intensities.
L

l

Lastly, the distribution area of o-group capelin is covered only
to a limited extent by the surveys. As a result, no attempt has
been made to compute the size of the yearclasses of capelin on tJ.-~e
o-group stage.
l

Duriny the surveys in June, the factors mentioned also result

I
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low estimated values for the stock size of the 1 year old capelln
the situation is dif fcrent.
( (Table 1; Fig. 3) . Ilowever, in the au't&n
The numbers of l year old fish is increased between 5 and 25 times
from June to September/October, thus indicating a large change in
the availability for the acoustic method within that period.
Comparing the estimates of 1 and 2 year old fish of the same yearclass, it is evident that concerning the 1972-yearclass even the
estimates obtained in September when the fish were 1 year old
were too low. This seems also to be the case for the 1970 yearclass, but here it was expected as the coverage in 1971 was
considerably poorer than during the later surveys especially in
the southernmost areaswhere the young fish were distributed.
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Fig. 3 shows the number of fish in each yearclass as a function of
(

time. With the exception of the younger stages already mentioned
the picture seems reasonable; a gradual decllne from year to
year due to natural- as well as fishing mortality. However, if we
again compare the estimates from June with those obtained in
September the same year (Table 1) some discrepancies are discovered,
In 1975 the estimates both of 2 and 3 years old fish were
considerably less in June than in September. As later estimates
tend to support the September obcervations, it seems likely that
the amount of both 2 and 3 years old fish were underestimated in
June 1975. Two factors may have caused this: First, a portion of
the stock might have heen distributed outcide the survey grid u u t ~
to unfavourable ice conditions. Second, parts of the stoclc niigh?.

have been situated in the near bottom layer withi.n the deadzoi'ie
of the echocounder. Kecent data, from June 1977, indicate that a
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combinatioxl of those two factors -,;ry Iead to scr hous ~ndefc::; i: i . i i i , ~t i c > ~ i
of the capelin stock size with the present technique. Altliouyki
some of the discrepanciec observed from year t.o year and f r o ~ i !,j~-irle
to September the same year rnight. be explained by difficultiec in
age determination (HAMRE 1977) it seems that similarly to the
1,year old fish also the 2 and 3 year old fich have been
inkufficiently covered during the surveys in June at leact some
of the years. The magnitude of this error will depend on the
ice situation in the Barents sea as well as the vertical dictributi.cn
of the fish. A towed transducer system is now being developed i n
order to obtain a better coverage of the surface- and bottom
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A comparison of estimates of the spawning stock sizes can be made
from Table 2, where the estimates based on the acoustic surveys
in September are presented together with those based on tagging
experiments during the fishing season for spawning capelin in the
following winter. Table 2 also shows the Norwegian winter catches.

In general the acoustic estimates appear to be lower than those
1976
obtained from tagging experiments, but for the period 1974
the results from the acoustic surveys correspond well with the
lower figures of the tagging experiments as well as with the trend
of the catches. This indicates that a fair degree of confidence
rnight be given to the estimates of the maturing portion of the
stock obtained during the acoustic surveys in September. Hence,
the figures from the September cruises given in Table 1 for
l year and older capelin migbt also be considered reliable.
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Ectimates af the cpawniny stocks in the year5 ~~~~~72
based on
1) acoustic estimates during the p r e v i o a s ask1.imn;
2) tagging experiments during the winter fishery;
3) egg and larvae surveys.
The Norwegian catches during the winter fishery are a l b o
-6
given. All quantities in metric tonnes x 1 0 .
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Estimates of the spawning. stocks
i

Year

from acoustic
surveys

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

1.7
3.7
1.0
0.8
1.8
1.8

from
different
tagging
experiments

..

4.8 (11
2.2;4.1 (2
1
(2
1.1i2.0
1.1;l.l (2
2.1;4.2;4.4 (3)

+

i

(l) DRAGESUND, GJØSÆTER and MONSTAD, 1973
( 2 ) DOMMASNES, 1977 b.>
(3) JAKUPSSTOVU, 1976
(4) GJ@SÆTER and SETRE, 1974
(6) Preliminarly statistics.

from
egg and
larvae
surveys
1.8 ( 4 )

Norwegiap c a t c h
during the
winter fishexies

1.2 ( 5 )
~ . l ( ~ )
p.7'5'
0.6 ( 5 )
1,s( 5 )
1.4 (6)

Fig. i .

Survey routes and fishing stations i n September
October 1 9 7 3 . 1) P e l a g i c trawl

Fig. 2 .

i ) Bottom t r a w l .

Distribution of i n t e g r a t e d echo intensities for .
capelin i n September

-

-

October 1973-

Fig. 3 .

N w b e r s of specimens in each yearclass and in t h e
total stock of Barents Sea capelin at different
times, obtained from acoustic estimates
(ref. Table 1).

